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Introduction
Autonomous robots have been increasingly applied in human-centric applications, 1 for example, serving in a department store to guide hundreds of customers every day. With rapid demands from human society, robots are evolving with more powerful capabilities by versatile sensor and actuator devices, 2 such as manipulation, transportation, pattern recognition and sound localization. In this case, an autonomous robot is typically a complex system that needs to coordinate multiple heterogeneous sensors and actuator devices to work properly for accomplishing assigned tasks, which obviously presents coordination and control issues.
Moreover, as human-centric environments are usually open, dynamic and non-structured for robot operations, robot plan execution may easily fail during the run-time phase due to uncertainties and dynamics. Additionally, some inherent hardware faults in robot hardware such as the movement system usually introduce unavoidable biases and uncertainties for robot normal operations.
In the presence of such uncertainties, an autonomous robot system expects to carry out plans both robustly and adaptively to accomplish its assigned task, which requires the robot to continuously sense the situated environment, monitor the status of plan execution and adapt the plan in case of run-time emergencies. 3 The robustness of plan execution in open environments usually implies a tight integration of robot planning, sensing, acting and reasoning behaviours, which presents a greater challenge for effectively controlling a complex autonomous robot system. 4 More specifically, task planning and plan execution monitoring need to be incorporated into the robotic control process, which heavily relates to robotic planning for task achievement, plan failure detection and plan recovery.
With the robotic system becoming increasingly complex, various software engineering techniques have been investigated to reduce the complexity and difficulty of controlling robot operations by proposing diverse abstraction models for robot software programming. The abstraction model depicts the robotic architectural structure that concerns how a robotic system is divided into subsystems and how those subsystems interact. 4 A good choice of abstraction model for a robotic system can greatly reduce the complexity of software development and simplify the control process. In robotic software engineering, the objectoriented approach proposes an object model that encapsulates both data and algorithms into a static program unit. 5 An object-oriented system generally consists of collections of objects, which organizes the real-world entities into hierarchal structures. The component-based approach proposes a component model that explicitly defines two types of interfaces (both provided and required interfaces) for component composition. The main difference between the object-oriented and component-based approaches is the distinct software programming styles. More specifically, the object-oriented approach assumes that developers will program software based on a mental model that describes realistic or assumed objects, whose focus is to model the interconnecting relationships between realistic objects and develop the software structures in more human-readable ways. In contrast, the component-based approach emphasizes the composition and integration of prefabricated software components when constructing a large complex software system. However, both the object and component approaches have proved to be effective and powerful in reducing the complexity of controlling and coordinating robot components as well as facilitating modularity and reusability of system architectures. However, both the object and component models maintain a relatively static structure that passively reacts to external requests from other entities, lacks essential autonomy and intelligence in making its own decisions and proactively perceives situated environments. 6 For example, when designing a navigation robotic system, a common practice is to abstract the main functional modules into objects or components, such as 'collision checker' for checking whether the path is obstacle-free or 'path planner' for computing a robot path between two locations. Invoking object methods or accessing component interfaces, which are quite static and usually hand-coded at the initial stage, achieves the interactions between these modules. These objects or components cannot perform their capabilities proactively but are passively invoked or accessed by others, which demonstrates little autonomy and intelligence in the internal structure of the model. Considering the challenge of controlling a robotic system that contains a variety of heterogeneous components, a suitable implementation approach expects to carry out a more autonomous abstraction for heterogeneous robot system components, which may flexibly support the frequent interactions and simplify the implementation effort. However, the agent-oriented technique emerges as a promising approach to enable the resultant software system with higher autonomy and more adaptive capabilities, while maintaining both the modularity and flexibility. [7] [8] [9] Moreover, the multi-agent system (MAS) is an effective means to decompose and abstract complex software systems that consist of multiple heterogeneous components, which views each component as a heterogeneous and autonomous agent entity. The MASs have been widely used as a decentralized way to control homogeneous cooperative robot teams to tackle the issues of coordination and interactions. 9 However, due to the heterogeneity of robotic components in a single, complex robotic system, the focus of our article is to abstract each robotic functional component as an individual heterogeneous agent with different internal structures, which allows each agent to pursue diverse goals either deliberatively or reactively.
This article proposes the adoption of an MAS to model and abstract an execution-monitoring procedure in a single, complex robotic system, which specifically focuses on the failure detection and isolation steps. In our previous work, 3 we addressed in part the issue of plan recovery when both reactively and adaptively coping with emergent situations in the presence of uncertainties and dynamics. In this article, the MAS views robot components as interacting agent entities and allows flexible and efficient coordination between robot sensors and actuators, which increases the run-time feedback for plan execution monitoring. Furthermore, to demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of our proposed decentralized control approach, we have implemented a motivating example into an MAS and conducted a comparative case study in a laboratory environment.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. The second section discusses related works on various software engineering implementation techniques for controlling robotic systems. The third section presents an example of autonomous robots to illustrate the motivation behind our work. In the fourth section, we introduce the robotic execution-monitoring technique that addresses uncertainties in plan execution, and we also analyse the challenges of effectively controlling the robot components to support execution monitoring. The fifth section presents the decentralized, multi-agent approach for implementing the execution-monitoring process into the complex robot system. In the sixth section, we implement the motivating example into an MAS and conduct a comparative case study in a laboratory environment; finally, the concluding remarks are provided in the seventh section.
Related work
In the past few decades, there has been an increasing effort in software engineering practice to minimize design and implementation complexity of complex robotic software by means of abstraction, decomposition and so on. 10 In particular, the object-oriented, component-based and multi-agent implementation approaches have been proposed in diverse abstraction models, such as object, component and agent models. The three control approaches in designing robotic software have all been well received and have had practical effects for the field of robotic software engineering. In Table 1 , we have summarized the main objectives and features of these approaches.
Object-oriented control approach. The object-oriented approach is based on an object model that contains identity, state, interface and behaviour. 5 The object model can greatly promote code reuse by organizing complex software architectures into hierarchical layers through composition, subtyping, inheritance and other programming mechanisms. However, the model also shows limitations in tight coupling between inherited classes and passive interactions between objects. For example, an object reacts passively to external messages or requests from other co-related objects without the choice of refusing or ignoring unnecessary or improper requests.
There has been a variety of robotic middleware that adopts the object model as the basic programming abstraction. For example, Miro 12 is a CORBA-based middleware that follows object-oriented principles, which allows inter-process and cross-platform interoperability for distributed robot control. Boyer et al. 11 presented a novel, dual-hierarchical, object-oriented design methodology (DHOOD). The DHOOD approach integrates the standard design methodology of the object-oriented approach with the conventional top-down philosophy, which helps facilitate conceptual definitions of run-time environments and generic exception handling operations. The DHOOD paradigm has been widely applied for the planning, programming and execution of tasks in complex robotic systems.
However, another robot platform 13 is an object-oriented developing framework that facilitates the software modularity of infrastructure-level development. An important concept of the port class is proposed as an active object entity, which provides multiple connection interfaces for data streams.
The Robotics API framework 14 offers an abstract and extensible domain model and provides common functionalities for developing industrial robotic applications. The framework can greatly promote the code reuse of application logic through the use of efficient tools of modelling and specification.
Component-based control approach. The component-based approach aims to shift the emphasis from individual module design to the composition of reusable off-the-shelf and custom-built components, 22 which improve the efficiency of software development by reducing programming efforts. 6 However, the component model shows many of the same limitations as the object model, which lacks the capability of autonomous deciding reactive strategies towards external requests or interactions. 24 An Open Platform for Robotic Services (OPRoS) 16 proposed a component technology to support the full development lifecycle for robot software, including defining the component model and running component execution engine. The OPRoS allows developers to build and compose distributed components as well as offering various infra-services for component interactions.
Multi-agent control approach. An MAS is a popular programming paradigm that facilitates the decentralized control of cooperative robots in a team. Agents in an MAS are modelled as autonomous software entities that carry out a task independently and collaboratively. Although complex in designing agent behaviours, an agent model is featured with autonomy, reactivity, proactivity, social interaction and adaptability, which separates it from conventional software models, such as object and component models. 9 Kolp et al. 18 propose to develop the MASs into organizational styles to control a mobile robot. They have developed two multi-agent architectures that follow the structure-in-5 and the joint-venture organizational models. The former model is composed of five substructures, including the operational core, the strategic apex, the middle line, the technostructure and the support components, while the latter model is organized around a joint manager for process coordination. Vallejo et al. 19 adopted the MAS in modelling robot teams for accomplishing various surveillance tasks. The multi-agent architecture is constructed into three hierarchical layers, namely a perceptual layer for receiving sensor inputs, a conceptual layer for processing sensor information and a decision-making layer for reasoning over task goals.
Anis Koubâa et al. 20 present the COROS robotic software framework, which is essentially a multi-agent software architecture for cooperative robots. The COROS system consists of five conceptual subsystems, including communication, robot operating system interaction layer, robot control and application and knowledge bases. Each of the systems offers an abstraction interface to support design and implementation for developers. The COROS framework promotes software reuse and modularity by presenting generic classes and packages for low-level implementation details.
Tartarus 21 is a multi-agent platform for applications based on the cyber-physical system, which is based on an open-source SWI-Prolog environment. Tartarus provides all agents with cloning, payload balancing and multithreading service functionalities.To effectively coordinate and schedule robot sensing and acting behaviours, an effective and efficient abstraction model needs to be established to well specify the autonomous and intelligent behaviours of diverse robotic components. However, both the object and component models have limited autonomy and intelligence in reasoning and deliberating goals, which may not be sufficient and flexible for specifying the heterogeneity and autonomy of different robotic components. In this case, the agent model can instead be applied to model an independent robotic functional component, such as an actuator or sensor device. Each robotic agent can be designed with different internal structures that support deliberating or reacting processes. This article proposes to model a single complex robotic system by diverse autonomous agent models, which attempts to reduce the complexity and difficulty of robotic software programming by increasing autonomy and intelligence in the abstraction models.
A motivating example
To explain the motivations behind our research, we consider a typical robot manipulation example in which a humanoid robot tries to catch a cup in the kitchen. As shown in Figure 1 (https://www.ald.softbankrobotics.com/ en/robots/nao), the humanoid robot NAO is equipped with versatile sensors (such as the camera, laser and bumper) to obtain multi-source data and powerful actuators (such as the grippers, biped legs and joints) to handle different tasks. To successfully catch the cup, the robot needs to coordinate operations of the camera sensor and gripper actuators to facilitate target detection, localization and accurate manipulation towards the target cup. Meanwhile, the environment is not typically static or closed, but it remains open and dynamic, as undesirable human intervention may occur. The robot manipulation operation may easily fail due to those uncontrollable uncertainties. For example, someone may suddenly move the cup to another place or the robot gripper may not move along the pre-computed trajectory.
In this example, to catch the cup, the robot first computes the exact location of the cup, and then, the robot plans the navigation path to reach a suitable location so that the cup is within its reach. After reaching the destination, the robot computes an applicable arm trajectory for its grippers to operate. This control method proves applicable and effective in static environment settings so that someone else will not relocate the cup as well as the ideal assumption that the robot grippers will operate exactly along the pre-computed trajectory. However, the process seems quite limited in dynamic environments because any change in the location of the cup while the robot is taking out grippers to perform an operation can easily cause the pick up behaviour to fail. In that case, the actual effect of the pick up behaviour cannot meet the expected result of catching the cup in its hand, which therefore hinders the normal execution of the remaining plan steps. The cause of plan execution failure is that the execution of the robot manipulation plan involves no sensing in terms of the location of the cup, which prevents the robot's awareness of possible changes of the location of the cup.
To successfully catch the cup, an execution-monitoring approach needs to be introduced to help improve the robustness of the robot plan execution, which involves the following three critical phases:
Observe possible changes: After execution of the pick up plan by robot grippers, the robot needs to observe whether the cup has been successfully held by grippers through camera sensors. As the expected effect of the pick up plan is hold (gripper, cup), we can claim that the execution of plan fails if the cup has not been held successfully.
Identify failure causes: If the pick up plan fails, the robot needs to identify the exact failure cause, for example, the sudden change of the location of the cup or the gripper does not move along the correct trajectory due to hardware faults. Replan trajectory: Based on the identified cause, the robot can, thereby, think about new plans to recover the failed plan, for example, to compute a new location for the robot to pick up the cup in case the cup's location has been changed or to revise the arm trajectory in consideration of gripper motion errors.
Execution monitoring for autonomous robots
Through the motivating example, we illustrate the challenges of robust plan execution in the presence of uncontrollable uncertainties as well as the necessity of introducing execution-monitoring techniques into robot plan execution. In this section, we will explain the execution-monitoring technique in coping with possible plan execution failure and analyse the resulting implementation challenges.
Execution-monitoring procedure
Execution monitoring is an essential technique to indicate run-time failure in the complex robotic system behaviour, which may be caused by unexpected situations in open environments. The existing implementations of execution monitoring mostly belong to the field of model-based monitoring, which generally adopts a predictive model to verify that the robot plan execution process evolves as expected. The predictive model specifies the desired outcomes of normal plan execution as well as discrepancies between the model specification and the observed actual effects that are recognized as plan execution failure. As soon as any runtime anomalies are detected, the robotic system will try to identify the fault source of the plan execution failure; then, a recovery operation is planned and carried out to rectify the failure situation. [25] [26] [27] As shown in Figure 2 , the critical phases and components of execution-monitoring approach are explained as follows:
Failure detection: To detect execution failure, observation actions are required to obtain targeted information to verify whether the expected effects have been achieved. In particular, the choice of sensor types and observation targets is closely related to the currently executed plan and the plan execution context (or execution semantics), which encodes the causal and categorical knowledge into the execution context. Failure identification: The identification of failure occurrence is to locate the error source of plan failure, that is, a specific environmental state that evolves abnormally, not as the predictive model predicts. This step is a more thorough investigation and concise analysis towards the detected discrepancy with the aim of exactly locating the exceptional state in the current stage. Failure recovery: The recovery operation is commonly conducted by the robot carrying out the planning process in current world states. After the exceptional state has been identified, the robotic planning component needs to update the initial task specification to obtain an updated world model and replan new plan steps to pursue the original task goal. Plan execution context knowledge: The context knowledge captures and specifies the causal and categorical knowledge into the robot plan context, which is a set of first-order propositions that have an associated truth value. The knowledge propositions can be regularly maintained and assigned with different truth values (true, false and unknown) by the robot.
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Challenges for robot control
To facilitate robust plan execution for an autonomous robot, the execution-monitoring procedure should be implemented and carried out along with the normal plan execution process. However, the additional executionmonitoring procedure introduces increased complexity to the control issue of complex autonomous robot systems, which can be summarized as follows:
Increased sensor involvement: Failure detection relies on massive sensor observations to become aware of the actual effects of the current plan execution, which involves multiple heterogeneous sensor devices working together. Increased data processing burdens: The sensor observations are extracted and mapped into symbolic information then added into the knowledge base for condition reasoning. Increased interaction activities: There are increased interactions and tight connections between different components of the robot system, for example, for the connection that sensors operate in accompany with actuators, and the interactions that both the sensors and actuators communicate with the knowledge base in terms of plan execution status.
Decentralized multi-agent control technique

Applicability of MASs
An MAS is composed of multiple agents distributed over several agencies (or hosts) on a network, and it is considered as a promising way to resolve the complexity and difficulty of controlling heterogeneous mobile robot teams, modular robots, collective robot swarms and so on. 7 Although MAS is commonly applied to distribute multi-robot applications, it also provides an alternative way to understand what a single robotic system is and how to establish a suitable control model. Multiple agents can be deployed on a network to collaborate to control a complex robot system that consists of a high number of hardware and software components that require very modular architecture. 8 Considering the control challenges for an execution-monitoring procedure, we find it quite effective to model each individual robot component as an intelligent agent and implement the execution-monitoring procedure by agent cooperation. The reasons behind this choice can be explained as follows:
Autonomy: Agents that control distinct parts of the system generally possess multiple processing units, and each agent can autonomously finish its own computing based on its role specification. The agent autonomy in computing can greatly reduce the overall complexity and burdens of computing loads for the overall robot system. Proactivity: The proactivity of an agent enables the agent to actively establish and initiate communications with other agents, instead of passively receiving messages. The more uncertainty or complexity within the problem to be solved, the more proactivity the agents should have. Sociability: The social aspect of agents helps to simplify the massive interaction activities by agent protocols, which have defined a set of communication acts that facilitate effective agent cooperation. Reliability: Robustness is crucial so that the failure or substitution of one of these agent components causes no complete system failure.
Multi-agent implementation architecture
In this article, we adopt the multi-agent approach to model and decompose a complex robotic system into a decentralized control system. Figure 3 shows the multi-agent implementation architecture that supports the executionmonitoring process, which models each of the critical robotic components into intelligent agents. The decentralized MAS consists of three groups, each of which handles different capabilities of an autonomous robot system as follows:
Task planning, dispatching and reasoning: We implement the robot task planning, allocating and plan reasoning components into three independent agent roles, namely the planner, dispatcher and reasoner agents. The planner agent performs modelling and planning jobs, including the activities of establishing world models and planning over a specific problem domain to compute a set of applicable plan steps. The dispatcher agent acts as a mediator that dispatches the generated plans to a specific actuator agent capable of the corresponding action. The reasoner agent can however reason out whether the plan execution has failed by updating and querying context knowledge. Plan execution: The plan execution process is handled by a group of collaborative actuator agents, each of which is implemented as an abstraction over an individual robot physical actuator. An actuator agent usually maintains a simple reactive structure, effectively manages the individual robot actuator and translates the plan into primitive actions. Execution observation: A group of sensor agents has been implemented to perform observation actions for monitoring the plan execution process, with each agent controlling an independent sensor device. A sensor agent is reactive to external events and performs a stimulus-response behaviour aimed towards external state changes.
In particular, different agent roles in the abovementioned groups are generally implemented with different internal control structures, such as the so-called reactive structure that maintains a stimulus-response cycle or a deliberative structure with complicated thinking processes and additional data structures for maintaining internal states, which will be discussed in more detail subsequently.
Plan execution formalism
To better illustrate agent roles in the multi-agent approach, we first introduce some notations and definitions often used in the plan execution-monitoring literature.
DEFINITION 1. (Plan)
In this article, a plan is an essential predictive model that specifies the means for achieving particular task goals and predicts the desired post-effects after execution. Each plan p is represented by a tuple p ¼ h$; ei , where $ is the set of precondition predicates that encode the situations under which the plan is applicable, and e denotes the effect predicates of the plan after execution. The plan execution process can be then described by the following executeðpÞ À! $ e EXAMPLE 1. Considering the plan pick up in the motivating example, the precondition $ is generally defined as: f(at cup cupboard), (at robot cupboard)g, while the expected effect e can be represented as: f(carry robot cup), not (at cup cupboard)g.
DEFINITION 2. (Planning Task)
A planning task is given by three tuples P ¼ hw o ; w ? ; Pi with the following components:
w o is a finite set of ground atoms called the initial state specification; w ? is a closed formula called the goal state specification; and P is an ordered finite set of plans P ¼ fp 0 p 1 . . . p n g, where represents < or > operator.
A planning function is described by the function planðPÞ : fw o ; w ? g ! P [ffailureg EXAMPLE 2. Considering a task in our motivating example that the robot is asked to take the cup from the cupboard in kitchen to a desk in the bedroom, the initial state specification w o is presented as follows: f: init (at robot Kitchen), (at cup cupboard), (at-location cupboard kitchen), (at-location desk Bedroom)g, and the goal state specification w ? can be defined as: f: goal (at cup desk)g. After planning over the task, the robot can then compute a set of ordered plans P¼fpickUp(cup, cupboard, Kitchen), move(Kitchen, Bedroom), Drop(cup, desk, Bedroom)g.
DEFINITION 3. (Observation Action)
An observation action is defined as two tuples F ¼ h'; xi, where ' is the predicate that needs to check by the observation action and x is the target that the action tends to observe, which is derived by the context knowledge base.
EXAMPLE 3.
Considering an observation action observe (location ?¼ kitchen) that carried out by the camera sensor, the target that needs monitoring is a critical effect predicate of pickUp plan. We can thereby claim that ' ¼ not (at cup cupboard) and x ¼ cupboard that derived from the effect predicate. between a plan step and an observation action are encoded as a set of first-order propositions, and these knowledge predicates are regularly maintained and updated by run-time observed information. We can thereby define the context knowledge base as a tuple k ¼ hY; Ci, where Y denotes the set of context knowledge, and C contains a set of knowledgebased manipulations, such as 'query', 'answer' and so on.
queryð$Þ: query about the current truth value of predicate $; answerð$Þ: answer to the query in terms of the current value truth of predicate $; updateð$Þ: update current truth value of predicate $ by run-time observed information; and retrieveð$Þ: reason out the implicit observation target from the predicate $.
EXAMPLE 4. Some context knowledge for the motivating example can be presented as follows. We define a set of concepts (i.e. room and furniture) and relations (i.e. the causal relations of preconditions and effects) to specify the context knowledge for robot execution and monitoring. For instance, the predicate (carry robot cup) is claimed to be the desired effect of plan pickUp, and the truth value of this predicate is set as unknown by default before the plan is carried out. After plan execution, the truth value of this predicate will be queried and made certain by obtained sensor observations.
Agent role specification
After introducing some notation and definitions that were used in the execution-monitoring approach, we then specify the agent capabilities for different roles in terms of their internal structures.
DEFINITION 5. (Agent)
In this article, we simplify the agent's common internal structure as two tuples A ¼ hL; Gi, where L denotes the beliefs that comprise the information known by the agent, which are regularly updated as a result of agent perception and G stores the proactive behaviours that agent performs its capability. 
DEFINITION 8. (Dispatcher Agent)
The dispatcher agent A d is mainly responsible to dispatch the received plan steps to the actuator agents that are able to execute the plans, which can be defined as follows:
The dispatcher agent maintains a list of all available actuator agents that are active to work normally and updates the ID list when new actuator agents are created or some broken actuator agents are destroyed.
(Actuator Agent) An actuator agent acts on behalf of an individual actuator device, interprets the symbolic plan step into low-level controllers and drives the effector to execute the controller programs. We thus define the actuator agent A a as: L a ¼ fPg: an actuator agent receives one or several plan steps for execution. G a ¼ fexecuteðÞ; queryðÞg , where -executeðpÞ: executeðpÞ À! $ e -queryðA a ; A r ; eÞ: A a À! queryðeÞ A r (A a makes a query to A r in terms of the truth value of effect e to see whether the effect has been satisfied).
DEFINITION 10. (Sensor Agent)
A sensor agent A s drives the corresponding sensor device to execute a specific observation action and translates the observed information into knowledge predicates, which is an important information source to make some unknown predicates certain.
where -observeðe; xÞ: to observe the derived target x from monitored predicate e and obtain an observed fact '.
-requestðA s ; A r ; 'Þ: A s À! updateð'Þ A r (make a request to A r for updating the truth value of predicate ' on the basis of the observed fact).
DEFINITION 11. (Reasoner Agent)
The reasoner agent A r maintains the knowledge base k, which encodes the plan execution context knowledge, and is able to directly manipulate the knowledge predicates for query, update or deletion. The internal structure of A r is as follows:
G r ¼ fretrieveðÞ; answerðÞ; updateðÞg , where -retrieveð'Þ: Reasons about the predicate ' and derives the desired target that need to be observed for verification.
-answerð'Þ: A r À! answerð'Þ A a (answer the query from A a in terms of the current truth value of predicate '). 
Execution-monitoring implementation in MAS
As stated before, the execution-monitoring process consists of three phases, namely failure detection, identification and recovery. In this section, we will illustrate the technical details in terms of how to implement these phases by agent cooperation.
Failure detection. The first step is to detect possible plan failure after plan execution by comparing the observed actual effects with the expected effects. This phase involves tight cooperation among the actuator, sensor and reasoner agents. As shown in Algorithm 1, after the actuator agent A a executes the plan p ¼ h$; ei, A a makes a query to the reasoner agent to check whether the plan effect e has been achieved. The reasoner A r then reasons out the available sensor agent A s and infers the observation targets x according to the plan execution context knowledge. The sensor agent would observe the specific targets and translate the obtained observation facts into knowledge formula . The reasoner would make a comparison between the predicates e and and declare a plan execution failure if there is a contingency D between them. The interaction behaviours between the three roles of agents can be intuitively observed in Figure 4 .
Failure identification and recovery. After a plan execution contingency D has been detected, the robot needs to identify the fault sources and try to recover the plan failure by planning with updated models. As shown in the sequence diagram of Figure 5 , the planner and reasoner agents are mainly involved in this phase. As shown in Algorithm 2, the detected contingency D is retrieved by the reasoner agent A r to locate the fault source, which can be interpreted as the predicate condition '. Failure recovery is commonly achieved by coming up with new plans to continue pursuing the original goal in a possibly changed environment. The planner agent A p then updates the initial state specification w 0 that was encoded in the planning task with the changed environmental state ' and then carries out planning operations on the basis of the updated task specification.
Case study
To demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness of a decentralized multi-agent approach, we have implemented the aforementioned example into an MAS and run it in a real-world environment. By comparing with conventional centralized control approaches, the comparison results show that the decentralized, multi-agent approach generally achieves higher efficiency in robot plan execution as well as reducing many of the software programming effort difficulties.
Case implementation
To implement the example into an MAS, we adopt a popular multi-agent programming framework JADE 31 as the underlying run-time infrastructure. The reasons that JADE is a good choice are twofold. First, in terms of software functionality, JADE displays strength in explicitly specifying various types of behaviours for an autonomous agent, delivering an agent interaction mechanism that can satisfactorily facilitate flexible and autonomous behaviour interaction among agents and can be extended to incorporate the planner capability from the artificial intelligence community. Second, JADE shows a great number of strengths in programming and developing agent-based software, such as free access, interoperability and powerful facilitates of communication protocols. Additionally, we have investigated and encapsulated some of the common capabilities of each agent role into agent templates, which can be further reused by other programmers when solving PlannerAgent. As shown in Listing 1, the PlannerAgent template implements a task planner and defines the interaction behaviour with the dispatch agent. In this template, both the planning domain and the problem specifications are parsed as planning domain definition language-style objects (lines 4-7). The template adopts the Graphplan planner to implement the planning capability of the planner agent (lines 11 and 12), which has been considered as the most efficient method for numerous planning domains. 32 Additionally, this template initiates a proactive communication act with the dispatch agent to send the newly computed task plans (lines 14-17).
DispatchAgent. In Listing 2, the DispatchAgent template generally initiates a one-to-many interaction with all the currently available actuator agents in the robot system. More specifically, we apply the directory facilitator (DF) service to obtain the information of all available actuator agents as soon as they have registered with the DF service (lines [6] [7] [8] [9] . Through the DF service, the dispatch agent is able to possess a complete knowledge of the different types of capabilities for each actuator agent and assign each plan step to the actuator agent who can handle it (line 12).
ActuatorAgent. We have abstracted the common behaviours of different specific actuator agents, such as WalkerAgent and GripperAgent, and implemented these behaviours into the ActuatorAgent template (see Listing 3). In the ActuatorAgent class, we first create and initialize some threaded behaviour containers that can put agent's normal behaviours into separate threads for more efficient execution (lines 4-8). We implement two functional behaviours for an actuator agent, including behaviour for querying the plan execution status and another behaviour for conducting contract-based communication with the dispatch agent (lines 11 and 12).
SensorAgent. As shown in Listing 4, the SensorAgent template specifically implements an interface of 'SensorEventListener' (line 1) for reacting to plan status-related events. The status event encodes the information of the observation targets from the actuator agent, which can help gather plan execution status. As soon as the event notification is received, the sensor agent begins to retrieve and observe desired observation targets, transforms the raw sensor data into target-related facts (lines 6-8) and then makes a request to the reasoner agent to update the facts (lines [11] [12] [13] [14] .
ReasonerAgent. The ReasonerAgent template (see Listing 5) implements a reasoning engine inside the reasoner agent on the basis of the PowerLoom reasoning system, 33 which is an open-source knowledge representation and reasoning system. The reasoning engine enables the reasoner agent to manipulate facts about the plan execution process in a knowledge-based approach. To implement the reasoning functionality, the reasoner agent creates an instance of the PowerLoom reasoning interface (lines 3 and 4), which provides essential manipulations on knowledge-based facts, including assert updated value to a specific predicate (lines 7 and 8), retrieves desired information from a predicate according to user-defined ontology map (lines 11 and 12) or makes a query to the knowledge base in terms of the truth value of a predicate condition (lines [15] [16] [17] .
Case demonstration
After implementation of the multi-agent robot system, we tested it on a humanoid robot in a laboratory environment. The uncertainty and dynamics of the environment can be modelled by the unpredictable changes of the location of the cup, which presents difficulties for the robot to locate and catch up successfully. As shown in Figure 6 , we present a complete process of the robot successfully catching the target cup in the presence of the location changes of the cup. At the initial stage (Figure 6(a) and (b) ), the robot looks around to search for the target cup and approaches a desired location so the target cup is within robot's touch. As the robot is about to use its arms to catch up the cup (Figure 6(c) ), the cup is suddenly moved away, and the precomputed arm trajectory becomes invalid (Figure 6(d) ). As the MAS incorporates the execution-monitoring technique into the plan execution process, the robot is able to sense the sudden changes of the cup's location while it is acting to catch the cup. Furthermore, the robot becomes aware of an execution failure in the first attempt of catching behaviour. As the cup is put into a new location (Figure 6 (e) and (f)), the robot begins to search for the target again with its camera sensors and computes a new arm trajectory when it locates the exact location of the cup (Figure 6(g) ). In the end, the robot can successfully catch the cup at a new location with the adjusted arm trajectory (Figure 6(h) ).
Comparison results
To evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the decentralized, multi-agent approach, we implemented the aforementioned example in both object-oriented and component-based approaches that achieve similar functionalities. Although the performances of the three control approaches can be greatly influenced by the programmer's proficiency, programming style and other considerations, we make our best attempt to keep these control approaches implemented under similar conditions to make the comparison results as fair as possible. We try to make a primitive comparison in terms of some non-functional performance metrics that closely relate to the selection of control approaches, such as the efficiency of plan execution and the complexity and difficulty of programming a complex robotic system. More specifically, we consider that the execution time of a complete and successful robot plan execution process can indicate the efficiency of a certain control approach, as an efficient control approach generally reduces redundant communications and interactions between robotic components, which enables lower time costs of robotic system functioning. We also check the difficulty and complexity of software programming in terms of the number of user-customized programs, as a lower difficulty control approach will usually hide unimportant implementation details from users and reduce the programming effort by offering well-abstracted and flexible reusable templates. Table 2 presents the primitive comparison results between the multi-agent approach and two other approaches, in terms of the plan execution time and the amount of program code. For the execution time of a complete and successful plan execution process, we tested each control approach three times to get a more reliable average time cost. From the table, we can see that by using the multi-agent approach, less time is needed to accomplish a complete robot plan execution process when compared with the object-oriented and component-based approaches. When referring to the programming effort of programmers, we count the number of critical program entities of the implemented robotic software, such as the object class, component and agent entities. As can be seen, the numbers of object classes and component entities are much larger than those of agent entities. Meanwhile, the total amount of user-customized program codes of the multi-agent approach is less than that of the other two approaches. Both the object and component models hold a relatively lower abstraction over the problem domain, and users need to be concerned with the tedious implementation details of program configurations. However, within the multi-agent framework, users may just need to overwrite the encapsulated agent templates and extend them with applicationspecific functionalities. For these reasons, the multi-agent approach can help to reduce further programming efforts, whether in programming concerns or code amount.
Conclusion and future works
With autonomous robots being equipped with more sensors and stronger capabilities, the issue of controlling a heterogeneous robotic system becomes increasingly complex and difficult. Moreover, the uncertainties and dynamics of open environments introduce extra complexity to the robotic controlling issue. In the presence of unpredictable uncertainties, the robot may easily fail to execute the plan as expected, due to possible run-time contingencies. To overcome this challenge, the robot system aims to keep sensing the plan execution status and to adapt the plan towards possible execution contingencies. In this article, we propose the application of a multi-agent approach to implement the execution-monitoring technique for decentralized control of a single robotic system. The decentralized, multi-agent approach abstracts diverse robot components and execution-monitoring modules with different agent entity roles. The MAS allows flexible and efficient coordination between robot sensors and actuators, which increases the run-time feedback for plan execution monitoring. Furthermore, through a primitive comparison with both object-oriented and component-based approaches, the multi-agent approach can help to reduce further programming efforts whether in programming concerns or code amount.
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